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  A SEO service like no other
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By submitting this form you agree to the terms of our Privacy Policy 
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       For every £1 you spend with Flow20, you get £4 back on average
      

    


    
      
        2012. That’s how long some of our client campaigns have been running
      

    


    
    
       Campaigns focused around generating enquiries and sales, not meaningless traffic
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                        	A SEO Service Like No Other 

	Leads Not Traffic

	Reverse Engineer For More Effective Results
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                          Tired of paying hundreds of pounds each month for SEO but not seeing a return? Not sure exactly what you’re getting for your money’s worth? We thought so which is why we’ve done our best to make SEO service one of the best out there, both in terms of results and cost.





For starters, unlike other SEO companies, up to 80% of Flow20’s SEO charges is based on actual sales or enquiries generated from the SEO efforts. Then, there’s the question of long term contracts – there aren’t any. Finally, our reporting is weekly and includes not just performance but activity also (more on that in the FAQs below).

Get a quick quote
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Flow20’s SEO service in London is designed to deliver sales and leads not meaningless clicks or visitors unlikely to convert.






Along with a smart keyword strategy, our setup also entails carrying out other tasks that helps maximise ROI such as installing session recording tools to see how visitors engage with the website, A/B testing of pages to identify high conversion points and improving simpler metrics such as page speed or bounce rates.
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What happens on the web stays on the web.





SEO isn’t rocket science and you can uncover what’s working for your competitors to a fairly large degree of accuracy using a number of different SEO tools and then deciding on which strategies you may want to incorporate in your SEO process. Not only is this a smarter approach but it also reduces the time in which you’ll begin to see results.





At the start of every campaign, we dissect the SEO strategy of 4 of your top competitors and results from our findings is taken into account whilst formulating your campaign strategy.




                        



                        

                    


                


            


        




































    

        

             

        
         How much does a typical SEO campaign cost?  
        

      




        


        

            The cost for your SEO service will vary depending on the keywords, how competitive they are, your domain, whether you currently rank anywhere for your target keywords and other factors.




Another factor that’ll have an impact is whether you opt for a Pay Per Lead option (in which case the fixed monthly costs are lower) or if its going to be a traditional, fixed-monthly based campaign. 




You can use the form above and we’ll get back to you with an exact quote.



        


    

    
    

        

             

        
I only need local SEO, can Flow20 help?        

      




        


        

            Yes! When we talk about SEO that includes both, your traditional organic ranking optimisation as well as improving your visibility and ranking on the local results (Google My Business)




So, no matter the kind of SEO you need, if you need a SEO services company in London with a proven track record, connect with us today.



        


    
  
    
	
        

        

             

        
What is the process of building backlinks?        

      

        


        

            In one word: white-hat.




Flow20’s SEO campaigns are built to deliver consistent, sustainable and safe growth and that’s only possible when you do everything as per Google and Bing’s guidelines. 




Each month, we provide you a detailed report which includes the actual, live backlinks we built for complete transparency.




As an ethical SEO company in London, we don’t take shortcuts and we don’t cut corners because we want to be the only SEO service in London you ever need. 



        


    





















    

    A closer look at Flow20's SEO service
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            Backlinks


            

            Backlinks are still one of the most important factors when it comes to occupying a spot within the coveted top five positions on page 1.



With over 14 years of experience providing Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) services in London under our belts, we have access to a large network of publishers, bloggers and webmasters that we can reach out to towards getting backlinks to your website and landing pages.



Quality and relevance is far more important than quantity, which is why we only build highly relevant and quality links for every campaign.



Not only are these types of backlinks more effective, but they’re also more robust in the face of the ever-changing algorithms of Google and Bing.
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            Technical SEO 


             

            Like any other piece of machinery, your website will perform better when it’s well tuned, which means it should load swiftly, offer an intuitive user-experience and work well on mobiles, desktops, tablets and other devices.



From increasing page loading speeds to identifying any crawl or indexing issues that search engines may face, using a combination of third party tools, such as Google Search Console, Deepcrawl and Screaming Frog, as part of our SEO service Flow20 carries out monthly technical audits to make sure your website is running smoothly. 
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            User experience 


            

            Driving the right quality of traffic to your website via a selection of intelligently chosen keywords is as important as making sure your website and landing pages do an excellent job of converting that traffic into leads and sales.



This is where Conversion Rate Optimisation (CRO) comes in and, as part of your SEO service, we also analyse your target landing pages and make suggestions on converting more clicks into prospects and customers.
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            Content distribution 

            Consistently posting fresh, unique and informative content on your website is important, you’ve probably heard that before.



However, no matter how amazing that piece of content might be, it won’t make much of an impact on increasing your visibility in Google if the content is not being seen and clicked on.



Along with building links, each month Flow20 also promotes your blog posts and any other media you have to drive more impressions and clicks to them to help achieve page 1 and ultimately top 5 rankings.



In addition to driving long-tail traffic to your website, this has the added advantage of increasing the Page Authority of those pages, which in turn positively impacts your domain’s overall authority score and therefore your rankings. 
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            Reporting

            At Flow20 we have several SEO projects that have been ongoing for several years now and one of the reasons for that is that our level of reporting and communication has always kept our clients well informed on their campaign progress.



In addition to providing detailed monthly reports, which also includes live URLS of actual backlinks built, we also have regular catchup calls or meetings every 2-4 weeks. 
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            Competitor analysis 

            In the online world, everything you do leaves a footprint and that’s a great thing for your Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) services campaign. 



As part of the setup phase of your SEO service, we allocate a large portion of time to carry out detailed analysis of your top three competitors so that we are able to identify what it is that they’re doing that’s helping deliver page 1 rankings for them, and strategies we may want to incorporate in our own campaign.



This helps us set your campaign to win from the start and reduces the amount of time it would take for you to begin seeing a positive ROI from your investment. 
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            International SEO Services

            If you’re looking for multilingual SEO, Flow20 can help with that too.



Over the years, we’ve provided SEO services not just in English but in most of the popular European and some Asian languages as well.



In these cases, we usually deploy the help of our network of tried and trusted native speakers in that language to help us with various SEO tasks, such as finding relevant publishers in that language for link building, copywriting, promoting content on publisher sites and so on.
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                                        We worked with them on one of our sites and revenue more than doubled in the course of 6 months.      



                                        Harry Bingham      Agent Hunter

                                    


                                


                            


                        


                        

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        Great agency to work with. Especially knowledgeable on digital marketing. I always recommend Flow20.



                                        Jim Morrissey       Jim Morrissey 	

                                    


                                


                            


                        


                        

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        SPB has seen traffic to its website increase by over 400% and a consistent supply of quality leads thanks to Flow20.



                                        Arif Rampuri      Showtime Photo Booth 

                                    


                                


                            


                        


                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        The skills gained from the training helped use to optimise our website and measure the outcome of my decisions on a website. Great agency with knowledge and experience.Great to work with.



                                        Jack Kramarski         Polyconcrete Ltd. 

                                    


                                


                            


                        


                    
                    

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        Really impressed with FLOW20. They have been doing our SEO for 6 years now and we have never dropped from the top page on google. Also they have created an amazing Website for our company that has helped increased our Brand and turnover.



                                        Marvin Fowler      WOW Factors.

                                    


                                


                            


                        

                        
                       
                    

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        I was highly recommended this agency by my business coach. There were a few delays my end in commencing the project and Flow20 were were polite and patient while we resolved the issues. I saw some examples of audit reviews and they were pretty comprehensive. When my audit review arrived I was very impressed with the layout and structure. It was a professional job. My website initially scored 70 before the SEO audit review and following the remedial work, it now scores 93. So happy that the website's issues have been addressed. 



                                        	Vince Stevenson       College of Public Speaking.

                                    


                                


                            


                        

                        
                                                

                   

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        I've used and (wasted) spent much money on different digital marketing companies over the years - none of them got the results they promised me - one company I spent over 2 years with and got nowhere, in 3 months with Flow20 I started seeing definite results, in just under 6 months. 

                                        Flow20 delivered above and beyond my expectations - a year later and I am utterly delighted with the results, I'm on the first page of Google consistently for many of my competitive search terms for Emergency glaziers and the window repair services I have has gone through the roof. They are exemplary. Cannot recommend more highly

                                        


                                        	Amir Gull       Swift Glazing

                                    


                                


                            


                        

                        
                        

                   

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        Friendly, reliable, great value for money and an extremely effective digital marketing agency service.

                                        Highly recommended.

                                        


                                        	Marius Tyzcyzka        Patient Choice International                                  


                                


                            


                        

                        
                        
		

                        

                            

                                

                                    

                                        Flow20 have been a tremendous help in increasing our leads from online marketing. We have been using them for our Seo and websites for some time now and recommend them for any business looking to grow their online presence.

                                        


                                  	Artur Voronov        AVB Biomass
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Contact Flow20


  Office 7, 35 – 37 Ludgate Hill,
London EC4M 7JN 

  create@flow20.com 


 0208 1500 294
  


See our reviews on Google
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Have a digital marketing project in mind?


Tell us about your project and we’ll show you how a leads-based approach to digital marketing helps deliver a better ROI


 



    



    

    
    

    
   


You need to check the Privacy Policy to continue
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            Almost there…

            Use the form below to tell us more about your business and requirements and we’ll tell you how Flow20 can help you get there
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By submitting this form you agree to the terms of our Privacy Policy




    




    


    

        

        
      

      
    

  





     

    





 

        

         



   





 

  